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Sufficient conditions for the stability of permanent rotations of a heavy 
symmetrical gyrostat were obtained in [l]. Some sufficient conditicns are 
described below. 

We consider the motion of a steadily spinning gyrostat with one fixed 
point 0 . The point 0 is taken as the origin of, a fixed rectangular 
system of coordinate axes Wlc > with the axis 06 directed upwards. A 
moving rectangular coordinate system Oxyz with orlgln 0 Is rigidly at- 
tached to the solid portion of the gyrostat. The axes Oxyz coincide with 
the principal axes of inertia, the corresponding moments of inertia about 
axes X, y $nd z being A, B and C , respectively. 

1, Let the ellipsoid of inertia be an ellipsoid of rotation with A #B=C. 
In this case the motion of a heavy gyrostat with one fixed point is described 
by the system of equations 

A dp ;si- + gc - rb = P (zo’r2 - Y~/oYJ, da = ry, - qrr 
dt (1.1) 

B*+fA 
dt 

-B) Fp + Fa - PC = p @@‘Is- z*Yl), d3 = f3Q - ry, 
dt 

Here p is the weight of the gyrostat; x0, go and z. are the coordinates 
of its center of gravity c ; p, q and r are the components of the angular 
velocity u) on the moving axes; a, b and c are the components of the gyro- 
static moment k ; ~1, yz and y3 are the direction cosines of the axis 06 
with respect to the moving axes. The equations of motion (1.1) possess the 
particular solution 

TO1 ==a=O, po = 0, n = f Vh41 - bz# + (cxo --azo)* (1.2) 

ypl= B = ay,;br,, 
Tos = T = 

bZ@-- cx* pxo 

n * 
FO'o=TT 

describing the permanent rotation of' the gyrostat. Here a, a and y are 
the direction cosines of the permanent axis of rc?t&tiOn. To each sign of n 
there corresponds a semi-infinite straight line, which may serve as the 
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permanent axis when it is directed vertically upwards. We take the motion 
described by (1.2) as the unperturbed state and investigate its stability, 
Setting 

p=%1, P==90f%a9 r= roffa, r1 = 7119 r-2 = B -I+ q-2, 7s = T -I+ qs 

In (l.l), we,obtain the equations for the perturbed motion, which possess 
the first integrals 

According to Sylvester's criterion, the conditions for positlve-definite- 
ness of the function (1.4) are the Inequalities 

A >O, AB>O, m>o, 

- (B-A) ?!?j$_-p$]p~>o, 
l- 

[(B-A) J?$_-p+]P?_>o (1.5) 

The first three inequalities are always satisfied, while the sixth is a 
consequence of the fourth and fifth, and the latter two may be written in. 
the form 

(B-A)Pxt-an>O, -an>0 ji.6) 

Since under the conditions (1.6) V is a sign-definite integral of the 
perturbed motion, according to Liapunov's stability theorem, (1.7) will be 
the sufficient conditions for the stability of permanent rotations of the 
gyrostat with respect to the variables p, q, 7, yl, yz and y3 . If A< B=C, 
the first of the inequalities (1.6) will be a consequence of the second, and 
the sufficient condition for stability will be the inequality 

- an>0 (1.7) 

Since for the given gyrostatic moment the sign of n may always be chosen 
opposite to the sign of a, then the permanent rotation of the gyrostat is 
stable only for one semi-axis. If, however, the sign of the gyrostatic mo- 
ment may be arbitrary chosen, then from (1.7) it is clear that stable per- 
manent rotations about both semi-axes may be obtained by choosing the sign 
of a opposite to the sign of it . If A>B=C the second of the ln- 
equalities (1.6) follows from the first, and the suiflcient condition for 
stability is 

- an > (A - B) Pxoa (M 

If x0=0, y,#Oanda,#O then w = 0 and the sufficient condition 
for stable equilibrium is the inequality (1.j). Since in this Case 

n =.* a I/yea t- <is, then from (1.7) we have 

'F a2 VYO" + zfJ* > 0 

This condition is satisfied only for the lower sign, i.e. the gyrostat 
is In stable equilibrium if the center of gravity G is below the fixed 
point 0 of the gyrostat. 
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2. Let the ellipsoid of inertia be a sphere, i.e. A = B = C . In this 
case the equations of motion (1.1) are obviously very much simplified and, 
as is well known [2], any straight lines in the plane 

(4 - eye) a i- (cze - a~,) P + (ego - bze) r = 0 (a:I) 

may serve as the permanent axes of rotation, where a, @ and y are the 
direction cosines of the semi-axis which may be used for the percaneSiti axis 
of rotation when it is directed upwards. The angular velocity of rctatii,n 
is in this case 

We consider the particular solution of the system (1.2) for A = B = C 

a = con&, p = co&, r = const, pa=x@, Qo == PO, To = yw (2.3) 

where a, 6 and y satisfy (2-l), while UJ is defined by (2.2). We take the 
motion (2.3) as the.unperturbed motion and investigate its stability, as- 
suming that 

In the perturbed motion. 

The first integrals of the equations of the perturbed motion are 

v3 = VI2 + rlza + 1133 + 2 (q1+ @la + vl3) = 0 

We construct the Liapunov function in the form 

V = Vi - 2ovp + (All* + Pb)V, = (2.4) 
= A (E? + Ea2 + 532) - 2,40 ml+bb+ b3) + (~02 -t PA) (~2 + q,s+ q3a) 

where on the basis of (2.1) and (2.2) we take the constant h to be 

a -L =YO - bra = bz, - CYO =r ~2 - azo 
bu-asp cp- by - a-f--a 

(2.5) 

According to Sylvester's criterion, the condition of positive-definite- 
ness of the function (2.4) is the inequality 

n>o (2.6) 

When the condition (2.6) is fulfilled, the function (2.4) will be a slgn- 
definite integral of the equations of the perturbed motion, and according 
to Liapunov's theorem the unperturbed motion will be stable with respect to 
the parameters p, p, r, yl, yz and y3 . 

The sufficient condition (2.6) may be given the following geometrical 
interpretation: The constant A , defined by (2.5), may also be found from 
Equation 

hxxk=kxOG 

where the vector k(a, b,c) Is the gyrostatic.moment, OG (Q,YO, 3 is the 
radius vectos of the center of gravity, and %(a, @,1) is a unit vector along 
the permanent axis. The inequality (2.6) shows that if the collinear Vec- 
tors 

x x k, k x OG (2.7) 

have the same direction, the motion is stable. A straight line passing 
through the fixed point Q of the gyrostat parallel to the Vector k divides 
the plane (2.1) into half-planes. The vectors (2.7) have the same directions 
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if, of the two straight lines forming the axes of permanent rotation, that 
line which lies in the half-plane not containing the center of gravity is 
directed upwards. 

we have ul=o, and the gyrostat is in equilibrium. In that case 

and the sufficient condition (2.6) f or stable equilibrium is satisfied if 
the center of gravity Is vertically below the point of support of the gyro- 
stat. 
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